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Shavings from the Board

by Stan Boerotse

Editors, Businessmen, Writers, Awaken and behind your future. As time roils on, the little T is published every week. Our circulation is rising, and by the time you read this, you might have received several more issues. It is a weekly publication, and its purpose is to bring you the latest news from the campus and to keep you informed of the events taking place on campus.

Shavings from the Board is intended to be a forum for students to express their opinions and ideas. It is a place where students can share their thoughts and engage in discussions about issues important to them. It is a space for students to be heard and to have their voices represented.

The California Tech is dedicated to providing a platform for students to express themselves freely and to engage in meaningful discussions. We encourage all students to submit their writings and to contribute to the vibrant and diverse community that makes up our campus.
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FLEMING, DABNEY HEAD 11 FOOTBALL RACE

With Dabney and Fleming leading the pack with two wins apiece, interleague football moves into its second week this afternoon with third-place Rickettes meeting second-place machine.

Dabney has garnered wins over Rickets and Through, while the Aristocrats were rolling over Rickets and Rickets.

### Mortal Force

Power broke the Rowdies.

Power is interhouse football move into its second week this afternoon, April 7.

Ricketts, after a slow start, runs up five touchdowns and a safety to swamp Blacker, 52-0.

On the following day Fleming repeated this performance with 362 rout of Through. Pass inter-region figured heavily in the first win.

**Dabney Shows Strength**

Dabney entered Monday's Rickets-Anderson as usual but a stiff defense coupled with accurate field goal power broke the Rowdies, 154-0. In two games this week Fleming took an easy decision from Through-Anderson, while Dabney allowed the second victory of the campaign to the defending heavies, Through, 384.

---

**Beaver Sports**

**Tech Nettters Face Whack Poets**

Caltech's varsity tennis team launched its drive for the conference championship last week when it defeated Whittier 6-2 on its home courts.

**Singles Wins**

John Llabi's coaching spoke for itself when Ricksters' singlesitters took their singles matches against the Whittier squad. In addition, Ed Alexander and Charlie Vachtanaghiqual, doubles winners over all opponents, and dependable Phil Lathem.

This week the racketeers travel to Full-blanks for the second league match. Happening up set, the Caltech squad should take care of their rivals.

---

**Horseshiders Drop Thriller To Hens**

The Varsity basketball team at Stanford Tournament Thursday, April 11, after a tense struggle over the weekend, brought home another victory.

Marshall, Don Petersen, and Here you might think would prove to be a very crucial match. Barring up, the distances appear to favor Tech, with the Caltechs' quad should be going against the Engineers. With Dabney and Fleming leading the pack with two wins apiece, interhouse football moves into its second week this afternoon, April 7.

Ricketts, after a slow start, runs up five touchdowns and a safety to swamp Blacker, 52-0.

On the following day Fleming repeated this performance with 362 rout of Through. Pass inter-region figured heavily in the first win.

**Dabney Shows Strength**

Dabney entered Monday's Rickets-Anderson as usual but a stiff defense coupled with accurate field goal power broke the Rowdies, 154-0. In two games this week Fleming took an easy decision from Through-Anderson, while Dabney allowed the second victory of the campaign to the defending heavies, Through, 384.

---

**Oxy Swimmers Score Double Win Over Engineer Narrators**

The Caltech swim team reeled in two easy victories over the Engineers Saturday at the PCU pool, ending the Narrators' season. The meet marks the end of another season for the Beaver swimming club.

Oxy scored 113 to 75. With Dabney and Fleming leading the pack with two wins apiece, interhouse football moves into its second week this afternoon, April 7.

Ricketts, after a slow start, runs up five touchdowns and a safety to swamp Blacker, 52-0.

On the following day Fleming repeated this performance with 362 rout of Through. Pass inter-region figured heavily in the first win.

**Dabney Shows Strength**

Dabney entered Monday's Rickets-Anderson as usual but a stiff defense coupled with accurate field goal power broke the Rowdies, 154-0. In two games this week Fleming took an easy decision from Through-Anderson, while Dabney allowed the second victory of the campaign to the defending heavies, Through, 384.

---

**Palm Beach Suits**

For now and all Summer

Tan, blue-geys and natural shades -- unlined for your summer comfort

**Try One**

26.75

---

**John's Bicycle Shop**

1939

**Runic**

14 North Fair Oaks Ave.

Telephone 2-4707

---

**Thropo Caches Bowling Title**

The Chin-city team met the Pomona in the championship event of the Caltech-Battle of the Century. Pomona came from behind to win 47-35. The Beaver's second victory of the season.

---

**HOTALING'S**

50 East Colorado Street

**CART’S CALTECH BARBERS**

5 GOOD BARBERS—APPOINTMENTS IF DESIRED

ON CALTECH NARROW LACE

---

**FALLING HAIR-DRY SCALP?**

Give your hair this "PROFESSIONAL L.B. TREATMENT"

L.B. HAIR OIL OR L.B. CREAM OIL

---

**Berlou Mop Shop protects you for 5 to 7 YEARS**

---

**CARL'S CALTECH BAKERS**

5 GOOD BAKERS—APPOINTMENTS IF DESIRED

ON CALTECH NARROW LACE

---

**Dainty Veggie Gum!**

Too good to miss—that's the way I react to Dainty Veggie Gum's great flavor! It's an Anderson Gum thing that Dainty Veggie Gum will help keep your teeth white.

Dainty Gum—Made Only By Adams

---

**Suds and Sandwich Shop**

Food to Your Likin'!

703 East Colorado Street

Open Till 1 A.M.

St. Thomas 3-1002

---

**EXHIBIT IN FORM**

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

---

**THE CALTECH TALENT**
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Thursday, April 15, 1948

Frosh Racketeers Defeat Whittier in Loop Opener

Last Wednesday the Reoever bucket netters definitely decided the Whittier Foster on the first ball. Eden. Even though the first singles and doubles would win by default, the Engineers had everything in control all the way.

Blanchard Wins

Dean Blanchard, playing in No. 2 spot, won his match in straight sets. After going in three sets, the Barker Stable won his match. Dan Señor was the other singles winner for Blanchard and Butler teamed up, while the only man to win a doubles match for the Bunnies. Their match was hard, having to go to three sets. The third doubles match was won, but when the match was called, the Whittier boys won leading 9, so the match was conceded to them.

This Saturday afternoon at Tournament Park, the Frosh doubles face the boys from Redlands. In this match, eyes will be

How Much Do You Know about Christian Science?

Even if you know nothing about Christian Science, take this opportunity to learn some of the facts about this scientific, moral and ethical system of healing and, together with a free booklet, entitled “Christian Science: A Religion of Revelation, Reason, and Demonstration” by Ralph Castle, C. S. of San Francisco, Calif. fluttering in your hands.

The Author

Thursday, April 15, 1948

4:15 p.m. PCC

Room 200C

All Are Cordially Invited

TALKING IT OVER

(Continued from Page 3)

be on Jack Martin, who missed out in the last match. Jack is a very fine player and his performance on the court have been truthful. Come out Saturday afternoon for some fine tennis matches. Starting time is 1:30 p.m.

Jack Moore has emerged to lead the Tech golf team with a 76 under par 18 holes in the match with Redlands.

Which leads me into a small plug for Bev's Raver Boys, more commonly known as Little Red's Lawn Mowers. Were it not for Dr. Swift's favorite pupil, Jack Martin, the Engineers might have been defeated. The Engineers are not so far behind as to be defeated. The Engineers are not so far behind as to be defeated.

The Engineers are not so far behind as to be defeated.

(def. of course) it would be doubtful if the Engineers could boast an undefeated season as they have so far. "The Crimson" has been tirelessly in efforts of the manager's job, and play for or better round every time. With six men, all about equal, trying for the last three places on the squad, the performances have been producing some fine scores such as Virgil Smith third best score in the Redlands twelve out of 80 while shooting in the sixth position.

There's a chance to see these men in action Saturday at the Ranch Don Loop in Pomona when the league championship will probably be decided. Let's hope that Ed can get away with a few more stars like that six foot part! He concedest himself on the last hole of the match.

HORSEMAN'S DROP

(Continued from Page 3)

the pole vault with Martin Walt. In the hurdles, Iron Man Dwight Schroeder should break through into the winning column, but the Tech relay team, composed of Dick Cornelius, Eric Brown, Bill Simmons, and Bill was another man on the relay team.

WHY... I smoke Chesterfield

(Continued from Page 3)

"I think Chesterfield is the best cigarette on the market. I've smoked them for about 20 years. It's mild and it's got a lot of taste. "Lippett & Myers bug the middle leaves... it's the best... It's mellow... It's got to be ripe. They consistently pay above the average to get the tobacco they want."

R. J. Eulbach

TOBACCO FARMER, M.T. STERLING, KY.

Copyright 1968, Chesterfield Tobacco Co.

ALWAYS MILD BETTER TASTING COOLER SMOKING

CHESTERFIELD

Always Buy

1932 NEW MODEL RADIO $9.95

Complete Stock of Records

L. C. Taylor Co.

143 N. Lake Ave. By 3-1107

Open Fri. & Sat. Till 9 p.m.